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Post modern aesthetics was introduced into China for thirty years, and the pattern 
of Chinese aesthetics research has deeply been influenced,body aesthetics and life 
aesthetics have taken root in China, and shows a tendency of flourishing. However on 
the research of Post modern aesthetics in China are mostly limited to a person or a 
school, and those thinkers who are chosen by many researchers are different,and for 
the overall situation of development of Post modern aesthetics in China research is 
still lack, this paper argues that a timely summary of Post modern aesthetics results 
and harvest, experiences and lessons, perhaps contribute to the further development of 
aesthetics. 
Post modern aesthetics produced in the context of western developed capitalism 
countries, about the context, different scholars have different definitions, or so-called 
post-industrial society, or so-called consumer society, or so-called late capitalism, or 
so-called post-modernity. In this context, aestheticization and anti-aestheticization ,the 
two opposing aesthetic phenomenon have emerged,the former outstandingly 
embodied on the rise and prosperity of popular culture, and is closely linked to 
consumerism; the latter outstanding embodied and elegant among literature and art, 
and to overrun to flooded confrontation the of phenomenon of aestheticization and 
maintain the dignity of literature and art, some writers and artists to select the road of 
the anti-aestheticization. 
At the request of the aesthetic reality, Post modern aesthetics reflect on the 
disadvantages of modern aesthetics and tried to make an appropriate response to this 
context, resulting in three turn, namely deconstruction turn, body turn, life turn and 
ecological turn. In the next four chapters, the paper focuses on examining the 
situations of transmission,acceptance, development and variation of the four turn in 
China, deconstruction opened toward the door of Post modern aesthetics , Body 















has provided an opportunity for Chinese aesthetics of self renewal. 
On this basis, this paper summarizes the overall Post-modern aesthetic 
experience in China, firstly, Post modern aesthetics have deformed in China, Chinese 
special situation and the particular context of Chinese aesthetics determine the Post 
modern aesthetics necessarily exhibit different forms from Western Post modern 
aesthetics; followed,Post modern aesthetics have advanced Chinese aesthetics, as a 
new theory resources and new theoretical vision, Post modern aesthetics allows us to 
re-examine the Chinese aesthetics research for nearly a century, and make Chinese 
aesthetics bring to bear a valid explanatory ability in the face of the arrival of 
consumer culture;Finally, the paper discusses the significance and limitations of Post 
modern aesthetics, and believes that only by deepening the aesthetic reality of China, 
drawing on the different aesthetic resources of Chinese and western, beyond Modern 
aesthetics and Post modern aesthetics,to promote the progress of Chinese aesthetics. 
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